
Section 2 
PROGRESS IN LASER FUSION 

2.A Absorption and Hot-Electron Generation 
Measurements with Spherically Illuminated 
Targets at A=351 nm 

Thls sectlon descr~bes the measurements of laser-energy absorptlon 
and hot-electron product~on made on spherical targets lrrad~ated wlth 
the SIX UV beams of OMEGA These measurements have been 
conducted over a wlde range of parameters lnc~dent energles In the 
range 160-298 J, wlth pulse durat~ons of 600-700 ps provlded Inten- 
sltles across the range of 10'3-2x10'3 Wlcm' The focus cond~t~on 
was vaned between F = -lR (surface-focus cond~t~on) through tan- 
gentlal focus (F = 8R) to well beyond tangent~al focus ( F  = 11R) 
Absorpt~on was measured on sol~d spheres of varlous materials (CH 
Al, TI and NI) hav~ng d~ameters In the range of 80-120OPm The 
prlnclpal d~agnostlc of absorpt~on was an array of 20 d~fferentlal 
plasma calor~meters located un~formly around the target Add~tlonal 
data was also prov~ded by two charge collectors pos~t~oned 75 cm 
and 175 cm from target and a 15-channel x-ray continuum spectrom- 
eter monltorlng x-ray emrsslon from 1-300 keV 

The absorpt~on fract~on as a funct~on of the focus posl!lon of the 
beams IS shown In Fig 177 Measurements were made between 
F = +5R and F = +11R on 400-pm-d~ameter CH spheres w~th  ~nc~dent  
energies of - 200 J At nomlnal tangent~al focus (F  = t 8 R i  for the 
113 6 beams, the absorpt~on IS 80% at an ~nc~dent  ~ntens~ty of 6\10 
Wlcm2 At F =  5R, beyond the l ~ m ~ t  for the mlnlmum beam overlap on 
the target, the absorpt~on IS not s~gn~f~cant ly  greater However at 
F =  11R the laser beam overflows the target and refract~ve losses are 
slgnlflcant Consequently the absorpt~on IS markedly reduced t -  60°0) 
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Fig 1 7 7  
ADsorpr~on for 400-grn-diameter CH 
soneres for different focus parameters 
and 'or -200-J 650-ps pulses The circle 
represenrs the resull estlrnaled for the 
s a r e  average on-target intensity at 

= -1 IR  as at the other focal pos~tions 
T ~ ! s  Correction involves a norrnal~zatron 
of  tqe absorption efficiency according to 
"v?asdred inrens~ty dependences 

Fig 178 
Ullravrolel absorpllon for tangent~al ly 
focused ( F  = +8R) E ,  = 760-298J, 
1, = 600-650-ps pulses on targets with 
rad~i in the range 45-220 gm all with > 2- 
pm CH outer layers The SAGE simulat~on 
curve is for 200-J. 600-ps putses, assum- 
ing a flux-lim~t parameter f=0 04 
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Correction of thrs net absorption value for the reduced average 
intensity resulting from the overflow and refraction losses and there- 
fore, for the higher absorptron efftc~encles known to occur at lower 
intens~ties, decreases thls value further Thus, although higher unl- 
formrty IS probably obtatned wrth SIX beams focused beyond the 
tangent~al Iimlt, thls IS only ach~eved at the expense of absorpt~on 
Consequently, all the parametric scaling of absorpt~on was made for 
tangentially focused beams 

Figure 178 shows the variation of absorptron with lntenslty for CH 
spheres varylng rn drameter between 10OPm and 4 2 0 ~ m  for rnctdent 
energies of the order of 200 J It can be seen that the overall 
absorptron drops from -80% at low ~ntens~tles to values of the order 
of 40% at intensrties approaching 10' j  W/cmz Although subsequent 
data will establish that the prlnclpal absorption mechanism throughout 

INTENSITY (w /cm2)  
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this range is inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption, the reduced absoip- 
tion at high intensity is affected by the smaller target size (i.e., the 
small scale length). For the higher incident energies expected from 
full conversion of OMEGA to 351 nm, significantly higher absorption 
should be obtained at these intensities. Figure 17.8 also shows a 
comparison of the experimental data with one-dimensional SAGE 
calculations made assuming a flux-limiting parameter of f = 0.04. As 
can be seen, absorption significantly higher than predicted is obtalned 
at high intensities, whereas at lower intensities the absorption is less 
than predicted. Although not plotted. a similar discrepancy exists 
between the experimental data and the predictions of the one- 
dimensional Lagrangian code, LILAC. 

Figure 17.9 shows the absorption as a function of intensity for 
targets of various Z. Solid targets of aluminum. nickel. and tltanlum 
were shot at various intensities In the range lo1?-10'' Wicm- with 
incident energies in the range 160-1803. Measured absorption In 
excess of 95% was obtained at an intensity of 1 . l x 1 0 ' W l c m - .  This 
measurement incidentally confirms the energy callbration between 
the plasma calorimeters and the optical calorimeters measurrng 
output beam energy. The absorption on high-Z targets is somewhat 
greater than that on CH targets for comparable intensities. in 
agreement with previous measurements made on planar targets with 
GDL.' 

Measurements of hot-electron generation were obtalned from x-ray 
continuum spectra from sol~d spher~cal targets lrradlated w~ th  the S IX -  

beam ultraviolet OMEGA system Estimates of the electron dens~ty 
and temperatures are found to show reasonable agreement wlth data 
obta~ned from the one-beam UV target exper~ments on GDL and to 
support the argument that no significant preheat levels are evldent In 
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Fig 179 
Absorpt~on measurements uslng h~gh-Z 
targets of varlous materials and fad11 (40- 
60OPm) with pulses ( E L  = 760-780 J 
1, = 600-640 ps) at tangentla1 locus 
( F  = +8R) 
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spherical UV experiments as compared to IR experiments Incident 
energles In the range 160-200 J with pulse durations of 600-700 ps 
provlded intensities across the range of 6 ~ 1 0 % ~  - 2x10'' Wlcm2 at 
tangential focus (F=8R) The targets used were solid spheres having 
diameters of 80-420pm The data to be shown here are from targets 
with a minimum of 4pm of CH over CH. Al, TI, or NI To first order. 
hot-electron density and temperature scaling were obtained over 
similar ranges of intensity as the absorption measurements 

The principal diagnostic for measuring the level of hot-electron 
generation was a multichannel x-ray continuum spectrometer consist- 
Ing of 9 PIN dlodes and 6 PM-Nal scintillator detectors In conjunction 
w~th  a w~de variety of K-edge x-ray filters The detector arrays 
~ncorporated lead collimators and shields to minlmize pick-up of 
x rays from the target chamber walls The PM detectors were cali- 
brated using nuclear sources and the sensitivity of the sillcon dlodes 
was obta~ned from known callbrations The charge pulses from the 
detectors were integrated and recorded using gated analog-to-digital 
recorders Additional osc~lloscope monitoring was used to check for 
noisy or saturated signals Table 171 shows the detectors and filters 
used Since the individual detectors do not sample d~screte energy 
bands in the x-ray spectrum, an interpolation approach to the 
estimation of the dEldhv curve is used The approach taken in this 
work uses a multi-Maxwellian model to approximate the data The 

Table 771 spectrum is thus obtained globally rather than locally the signals 
OMEGA K-edge-filtered detector-system from individual detectors consequently contributing to broad reglons 
para melers of the spectrum The points shown ~n the spectra correspond only to 

Filter 
Material 

Filter 
Thickness 

CI (Saran) 
Sc 
Fe 
N i 
Z n 
Y 
Mo 
A g 
A g 
Sn 
T a 
Pb 
Pb 
Pb 

Detector 
Material 

Detector 
Thickness 

Si 
S i 
Si 
Si 
Si 
S i 
S i 
Si 
Nal 
Nal 
Nal 
Nal 
Nal 
Nal 

Detector 
Type 

PIN 
PIN 
PIN 
PIN 
PIN 
PIN 
PIN 
PIN 
PMT 
PMT 
PMT 
PMT 
PMT 
PMT 



Fig 1710 
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X-ray continuum spectra from spherical 
targets obta~ned with ( a )  the 24-beam 
OMEGA system at A=1053 nm and Ib) the 
six-beam OMEGA system at A=351 nm 
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the peak of the sensit~vity window for each detector and conse- 
quently change in energy for a different spectrum. (See LLE Revlew. 
Volume 13, for further details on this approach.') 

A typical spectrum obta~ned from a CH sphere irradiated at high 
UV intensity by the six beams of OMEGA is shown In Fig. 17.10(b) 
During the course of these experiments, it has generally been found 
that the x-ray continuum spectrum from UV-irrad~ated spherical 
targets can be satisfactorily fitted with a two-component Maxwell~an 
spectrum, as is shown in the figure. The spectrum in Fig. 1710,b) 
was obtained at an incident intensity of approximately 2x10': W;cm-. 
The low-temperature, low-energy Maxwellian distribution corresponds 
well to the x-ray emission expected from the 0.8-keV thermal plasma. 
and the low-level, high-energy, high-temperature (-25-keV) spectrum 
is evidence of the existence of a suprathermal, collisionless electron 
component in the plasma. 

In comparing the x-ray spectrum obtained wlth UV radiation on 
OMEGA at similar intensities to those measured In earlier IR experi- 
ments on OMEGA, a strong difference in the character of the 
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spectrum is observable [Figs. 17.10(a) and 17.10(b)]. Infrared lrradi- 
ation of spherical targets at intens~ties of 10'"1015 W l c r n w ~ t h  nano- 
second pulses always resulted in the emission of a three-component 
spectrum comprised of a thermal electron component, a hot-electron 
component result~ng from resonance absorption at crit~cal density. 
and a superhot component resulting from hot-electron generation in 
the underdense corona. The two-component spectrum observed in 
all spherical UV experiments on OMEGA is clear evidence of the 
absence of resonance absorption in the interaction. This difference in 
the x-ray continuum spectrum between UV and IR irradiation in spher- 
ical geometry was prev~ously observed in planar geometry on GDL: 

The relative partition of energy in the superhot-electron component 
for UV irradiation of spherical targets, as a function of intensity. IS 

shown in Fig. 17.l l(a). This shows the ratio of the energy in the 
suprathermal tail of the distribution, normalized to the ~ncident energy. 
as a function of incident irradiance, for CH targets of d~ameters 
ranging between 90 and 440pm. Although the data, particularly at 
lower intensities, shows considerable scatter, the general form of the 
intens~ty dependence is clear. At low intensities, the partition of 

Fig. 7 7.71 
energy to superhot electrons is extremely small and displays a sharp 

F iac l~on  o f  absorbed energy rn f?e super- 
onset at an intensity -10" W/cm2. Moreover, at high intensities, there 

hc,-e,ec:ron d:slr,bul,on wr lh  357-nm is clear indication under the prevail~ng conditions of a saturation In 
na:,on ,a, [he s l r - b e a m  OMEGA the conversion to superhot electrons at a level below Aga~n. 

sr .s tem and l b ,  the one-beam GDL this data is remarkably sim~lar to the earller planar GDL results 
svstern shown In Fig. 17.11(b) 

OMEGA Six Beams 
0.6-ns Spherical Targets 

GDL Single Beam 
Planar Targets 

INCIDENT INTENSITY (1014 w/cm2)  INCIDENT INTENSITY (1014 w / c m 2 )  
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Plotted in Fig. 17.12 is the intensity dependence of the conversion 
efficiency to hot electrons (resulting from resonance absorption) 
measured in spherical IR experiments and the conversion efficiency 
to superhot electrons (from subcritical phenomena) measured in both 
IR and UV spherical experiments. Although the x-ray continuum 
spectrum overestimates the conversion of energy to hot electrons for 
IR exper~ments, the clear absence of resonance-absorption-generated 
hot electrons in UV spherical experiments clearly impl~es vastly 
reduced preheat levels for UV radiation. 
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351 n m  ihe Iota1 hot-electron preheat rs k- subsiantially reduced at 351 nm. 

Comparison of the level of hot-electron generation and the level of 
3 ~ ~ 1 2  harmonic emission provides some indication of the orlgin of 
the suprathermal electrons in UV-irrad~ated spherical plasmas Thls 
comparison is shown in Fig. 17.13. As can be seen. there IS a clear 
correspondence in the intensities at which both this harmonlc and 
the generat~on of hot electrons commence In thelr slmilar lntenslty 
dependences Moreover, saturation in the harmonic emlsslon and In 
the suprathermal electron generation appears to occur at a stmrlar 
intensity ( - lo '?  Wlcm?). Since there is strong ev~dence that the 3~~ ' 2  
harmonlc emission originates from the 2 ~ ,  instab~lity thls close 
correspondence in intens~ty dependence suggests strongly tha! the 
suprathermal electrons have a simllar orlgln. 

Summary 
The measurements of the absorption, electron dens~ty, and tem- 

perature characterrstics of UV-irrad~ated plasmas at high rntenslt) 
show reasonable agreement wlth previous planar-target data and 
indicate significantly hlgher absorption and srgnlflcanlly lower preheat 
levels for UV irradiation, compared to IR experlments 




